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Abstract
Thunderbird is a reusable autonomous system designed for the simplification of hobby
rocket recovery. Currently hobby rockets are recovered by unguided parachute which can lead to
scenarios where recovery of the rocket is more difficult. Thunderbird seeks to simplify the
recovery process by attempting to return the rocket back to its launch point using a mechanically
articulated parafoil. Successful return could help to drive down the cost and lower the barrier to
entry in amateur rocket design. It consists of easily replaceable additively manufactured
components and off-the-shelf electronics to reduce cost and construction time. The system is
completely enclosed within the rocket body tube and upon reaching apogee the parafoil will
deploy. Onboard guidance software will then fly the rocket back towards the launch site.
Thunderbird is based upon Ram-Air Parafoil Targeted Object Return (RAPTOR), which is a
High Altitude Balloon (HAB) recovery system currently under development by the University of
Alabama in Huntsville’s Space Hardware Club.
Nomenclature
SHC
AM
PLA
CD
CL
COTS
IMU
GPS
HAB
RAPTOR
NMEA
PID
PCB

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Space Hardware Club
Additive Manufacturing
Polylactic Acid
Coefficient of Drag
Coefficient of Lift
Commercial off the Shelf
Inertial Measurement Unit
Global Positioning System
High Altitude Balloon
Ram-Air Parafoil Targeted Object Return
National Marine Electronics Association
Proportional, Integral, Derivative
Printed Circuit Board
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I. Introduction
The field of rocketry has been slowly adopting the practice of reusable launch systems for
modern space exploration. Companies such as SpaceX and Blue Origin have led the way in
recoverable rockets that are able to return to their launch location, which can help to drive down
launch prices and drive innovation in an otherwise costly industry. It would be beneficial to
adapt this concept to consumer-grade rockets in order to also save time, cost, and pain in
recovering model rockets. However, the systems used by orbital rockets are far too costly and
sophisticated for small scale use in most consumer-grade rockets. The University of Alabama in
Huntsville SHC team RAPTOR has been developing a parafoil-based return system for HAB
payloads [1]. The team believes that parafoils can also be applied to the reusable rocket problem.
A. Project Overview
The goal of Thunderbird is to demonstrate the ability of a parafoil system to successfully
deploy from a hobby sized rocket and guide the rocket safely back within 10 meters of the initial
launch location. The Thunderbird system consists of three major sub-systems: the rocket itself,
the internal guidance electronics, and the parafoil. The rocket is made of COTS body tubes cut to
fit the length and the overall architecture of the rocket, a reloadable model rocket engine to aid in
quick turn around time from recovery to another launch, and an internal, custom made additively
manufactured structure to house the onboard electronics and deployment mechanisms of the
parafoil. The avionics suite consists of an Arduino Teensy 4.0 as the main flight computer, an
Adafruit GPS and BNO055 IMU for guidance with a BMP280 pressure sensor as backup, as well
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as an SD card reader to log data for post flight analysis. Finally the control architecture is a
parafoil shaped kite and a single servo motor to control it with.
B. Concept of Operations
The CONOPS for Thunderbird is very similar to any model rocket flight. Upon launch,
the initial location is saved for later guidance. During the short ascent phase, data is gathered,
logged, and constantly checked for a phase transition. Upon reaching apogee the parafoil is
deployed and the guidance software is engaged. The guidance software will control the parafoil
until reaching the landing location or until it hits the ground. From there the rocket will be
recovered and prepared for the next launch.
II. Mechanical Design
This section was written by An Nguyen.
A. General Design Considerations for Parafoil Deployment and Control
Successful parafoil design and deployment are critical to Thunderbird’s objective of
safely landing a rocket. The parafoil must be able to slow the rocket’s fall while steering it to a
predetermined location. The parafoil also must deploy rapidly due to the low apogee of the
rocket. The higher up the parafoil can deploy, the more distance it can travel. The two main
options for parafoils are either commercially available or custom-made parafoils. Due to the
elaborate nature of manufacturing a parafoil, COTS hobby kites/parafoils were chosen as they
met the requirements for size while remaining cost-effective. For this specific parafoil, two
anchor lines were added for extra stability, as shown in Figure 1. Hobby kites/parafoils of this
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size typically do not come with control lines, so two control lines were added, as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 1: Parafoil and Added Lines

Figure 2: Control Lines Attached to Parafoil
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Due to the size constraints of the rocket body tube, the options for a parafoil was limited
to a maximum of 64 cm x 46 cm. At this size, the parafoil by itself was too unstable, so
manufacturers will typically add a streamer-like tail to the back to increase stability. Thorough
testing showed that the added stability necessitated even the extra space required. Using previous
knowledge from RAPTOR, a simple folding technique was used to pack the parafoil in the body
tube [1]. Getting a parafoil to successfully deploy is more difficult than a parachute. The extra
lines necessary for a parafoil to function add complications to the deployment process. To
mitigate this issue, the lines are wrapped around the packed parafoil, which gives a greater
chance for a successful deployment.
The lines are divided into two sets, anchor lines and control lines. The anchor lines are
attached directly to the coupler within the rocket, while the control lines connect the trailing edge
of the parafoil to the servo.
For common hobby rockets, the parachute is packed under the nose cone. This works
since the parachutes do not require much force to deploy properly. This proved to be a problem
for deploying our larger parafoil. Tests were conducted by simply blowing into the body tube to
determine if the parafoil would deploy. The result was the nose cone would separate; however, it
was determined that there would not be enough force to fully deploy and inflate the parafoil. To
combat this, the parafoil is placed below the coupler, this allows the force of the ejection charge
to more efficiently deploy the parafoil. The resulting movement of the center of gravity also
helps in deployment because the mass of the top section helps pull the parafoil out of the bottom
section. The overall design allows for more reliable deployment of the parafoil compared to a
more traditional approach.
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The less traditional design requires additional considerations in the composition of the
rocket. A piece of flame retardant cotton cloth was required to protect the polyester parafoil from
direct contact with the heat coming from the ejection charge and a bulkhead was added to ensure
separation of the two halves. The bulkhead had to also accommodate two holes for parafoil
control lines. Figure 3 shows the parafoil sticking 2 inches out of the bottom section of the
rocket. The bulkhead is inside the red coupler, 2 inches away from the bottom section.

Figure 3: Parafoil packed inside body tubes
B. Electronic Scaffolding
The scaffold was designed to secure electronics during flight. The design ensures the
center of the electronic mass is centered along the Z-axis of the rocket. The electronics are
secured using PLA AM components. The scaffold was initially designed in two sections with
matrices of 3.1 mm holes for modular attachments, as shown in Figure 4. This design, while
effective, simply weighed too much and needed to be changed in favor of a lighter design,
custom made to the electronics board. For test fit, the board mount and servo mount were
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designed as separate parts. These parts were then integrated into a single scaffold unit to reduce
weight. The electronic scaffold is secured onto the nose cone using screws as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4: Modular Electronic Scaffold and Nose Cone

Figure 5: Integrated Electronic Scaffold and Nose Cone

C. Break Line Controller
To adjust the control lines of the parafoil, Thunderbird utilizes one MG90D High Torque
Metal Gear with a control wheel. The control wheel was 3D printed using PLA with guide
channels for effective line control. The wheel was then zip-tied onto the servo horn, which is
then screwed onto the servo itself. Figure 6 shows the servo assembly.
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Figure 6: MG90D Servo with Control Wheel

III. Rocket Design
This section is written by Fred Snopl.
A. Rocket Simulation
Before construction on a rocket could start, a model was made in order to guarantee that
the rocket would successfully launch. Rocket stability is the main goal during the design phase.
There is a middle ground with stability for a successful launch. An understable rocket is
unpredictable and dangerous, while an overstable rocket will weathercock, or point in the
direction of the wind like a wind vane. A stable rocket will travel nearly vertically, giving the
most height and is the safest way to launch a rocket. The stability of the rocket, as well as many
other important rocket parameters, was determined using the open-source software OpenRocket.
OpenRocket treats the rocket as a discrete set of components, which allows the designs inside to
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vary significantly. The software calculates a center of gravity (CG) based on the mass of the
components and a center of pressure (CP) based on the projected area of each component.
Stability is calculated based on the distance between the CG and the CP of the rocket divided by
the diameter of the rocket tube. The rocket is unstable if this number is less than one. The rocket
is overstable if the stability is greater than 2. The size and shape of the fins and the location and
magnitude of the masses are the primary drivers used to influence stability.
The stability is very sensitive to changes in fin size. Increasing the fin length by so much
as half a centimeter would increase the stability by 0.4. The changes in mass were less
significant, however. Changing the mass by 30 grams at the top or the bottom would shift the
stability by 0.2. As the goal in most aerospace work is to keep the mass as low as possible,
adding mass in certain areas was avoided in favor of altering the fins. Changing the fin size was
found to be the most mass efficient so they were used to fine-tune stability after all of the
required masses were positioned. The downside to this methodology is that the fins are fairly
permanent once installed, which requires extensive analysis before assembly to make sure they
will work as intended.
In addition to monitoring stability, the velocity at parafoil deployment had to be
monitored. If the parafoil deploys too early or too late, the rocket will be moving at speeds too
high for safe deployment. This speed can be tweaked using the ejection charge delay on the
rocket motor. The longer the ejection charge takes to ignite, the more time there is for the rocket
to reach apogee, which is the ideal time for deployment. Each rocket motor comes with a set
ejection charge time, but this time can be shortened by milling away some of the time delay
portion of the motor. This reduces the delay, which leads to quicker deployment of the parafoil.
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Figure 7 shows the simulation of the rocket. The large part near the nose represents the
electronics, servo motor, and mounting scaffolding. The red tube in the middle right is the
coupler between the two body tubes. The part with the parachute symbol is the parafoil. The blue
dot is the CG and the red dot is the CP.

Figure 7: OpenRocket Simulation
The simulation also compared the performance and compatibility of two COTS motors,
F39-6 and F12-3(2). The suffix numbers, i.e. -6 and -3(2), indicates the delay time between the
end of burn and the time of parafoil deployment. The -6 motor has a six second delay and the
-3(2) motor has an effective five second delay. For the purpose of this project, both 6 and 5
second delay times are too long. To test for the appropriate amount of delay time, the team used
a ¼ inch drill bit to remove delay charge materials. The F39-6 motor provides a maximum of
60N of thrust in the first 1.25 seconds, as shown in Figure 8 [2]. The F12-3 motor provides a
maximum of only 23N but over a longer time span of 2.3 seconds, as shown in Figure 9 [3].
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Figure 8: Aerotech F39 Thrust vs Time Curve

Figure 9: Aerotech F12 Thrust vs Time Curve
B. Rocket Body
The rocket body consisted of two 76 mm diameter, 460 mm long COTS rocket body
tubes. These tubes were made from spiral-wound Kraft paper with a smooth, paper surface finish
which was easy to mark for alignments and cuts. The body tubes were economical and provided
ample support for internal electronics and rocket motor assembly. They were then joined by a
150 mm long coupler. The coupler was adhered onto the upper section using epoxy. Two holes
were drilled into the body tubes to attach the rail nuts for launch on 80/20 aluminum extruded
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rails. Four cuts were made into the bottom section for four corresponding fins. Four 1 mm
diameter holes were drilled into the body tube, near the electronic scaffolding to allow for proper
pressure sensor function. A shock cord was used to connect two halves of the rocket body.
C. Rocket Motor Housing Assembly
The rocket motor housing was designed to be used with any F-sized motor, which
includes the F39-6 and F12-3 rocket motors, and reusable housing. The housing is then placed
inside a cardboard motor tube which is then permanently assembled into the bottom section of
the rocket. The motor tube is clamped at both the top and the bottom by retaining rings which
keep it centered within the main rocket body. The spacing between retaining rings matched the
height of the fin internal tabs. This allows the fins to be more securely held in place as well as
provides some rigidity to the motor tube and retaining ring assembly. All of these pieces are then
epoxied together. First the top retaining ring is epoxied to the body tube. The motor tube is
epoxied to the bottom of the top retaining ring. Then, the fins are put through the holes cut in the
body tube while the bottom retaining ring is slid around the motor tube. The motor tube is
epoxied to the bottom of the top retaining ring, then the fins are epoxied to the motor tube, the
top retaining ring, and the body tube (both inside and outside). Then the bottom retaining ring is
epoxied to the bottom of all of the fins and the body tube. Lastly the motor casing would be
inserted, and the retaining plate bolted on behind it. The purpose of the retaining plate is to
ensure that the motor does not get ejected from the rocket when the ejection charge is fired. The
goal is to use as little epoxy as possible to save weight, while maintaining the necessary
structural properties. Figure 10 represents the full assembly of the motor, in its housing with the
fins.
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Figure 10: Motor, Motor Housing and Fin Assembly
IV. Electrical Development
This section was written by Colin Oberthur.
A. System Design
The major design criteria for the electrical systems were size and weight. All the sensors
needed to fit within the body tube of the rocket, as well as be as light as possible to ease
mechanical design weight considerations. For ease of development, COTS breakout boards were
used and hand wired together on a perfboard cut to fit the rocket. While potentially having more
points of failure than a custom printed circuit board, the team believes that the speed in which
one could be put together was much more beneficial to the development of the project. The
design also benefited from the use of molex connectors for both the battery and the servo. This
allowed for faster switching of components and allowed the batteries to be swapped out on the
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flight line if one were to die. Also the microcontroller could be easily removed and replaced if
that need arose. The overall design of the electrical system, while relatively simple, was very
reliable and few failures were found during testing.
The system uses a 7.4V Lithium Polymer (LiPo) battery as the primary source of power
in flight. From there the voltage is regulated to 5V on which the microcontroller and all sensors
are powered. Due to the short length of the flights, there is no real power drain concern.
B. Component Selections
The microcontroller chosen is the 600 MHz Teensy 4.0. This was chosen as it is small
and lightweight at 4.82g, runs the Arduino framework, and is more than quick enough for the
control algorithms. There are two sensors used on Thunderbird, a GPS and an IMU. The GPS
chosen was the Adafruit Ultimate GPS Breakout Board, which could give an update rate of up to
10 Hz with position accuracy of 3 meters. This update rate can be set through software however
as the update rate is increased the amount of data that can be read decreases. So when the GPS is
set to 10 Hz, only the minimum recommended amount of NMEA data can be sent which
includes the position, altitude, heading and fix information. The IMU was the BNO055 which
can output both absolute orientation data as well as linear acceleration. With a sampling rate of
100 Hz, the IMU is more than fast enough for this project’s application. The sensors are used to
determine the position and attitude of the rocket, which are the parameters necessary to control
the rocket. Both sensors used are readily available Adafruit COTS breakout boards. They have
well documented code bases and they are easy to put together and prototype with.
Along with the sensors there is an SD card reader and a buzzer. The SD card is used to
store data from the flight to be used in the post-flight analysis. The buzzer is used to help find the
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rocket when it lands as well as provides a way to alert the team if anything is wrong with the
software pre-flight. A pressure sensor was also added later on to aid in altitude calculations. The
BMP280 pressure sensor was used as it provided the altitude of the rocket to 1 meter of accuracy
up to a sample rate of 157 Hz. The pressure sensor acted as a backup for the GPS altitude data,
which after the first flight tests, was shown to be unreliable. Overall components were chosen
due to their reliability, ease of use and weight.
V. Software Development
This section was written by Sean Widmier.
A. Flight Software Structure
As Thunderbird is built off of existing RAPTOR flight software, much of the same code
was used, with necessary changes for use on a hobby rocket. The software utilizes the Arduino
platform while heavily leveraging the object-oriented capabilities of C++ to allow for easily
prototyped, highly modular code. The software has three main flight states to transition through
during the course of the flight, including: ascent, descent, and landed. Each state contains
separate logic for various stages of flight, as well as specific conditions that trigger a state
transition. During all states, IMU and GPS data is constantly collected and logged for later data
analysis.
To determine when the rocket’s apogee has been reached and the parafoil has
successfully deployed, the linear acceleration in the vertical axis with respect to the rocket is
constantly monitored. Once the rocket has reached a minimum altitude of 10 meters and the
acceleration indicates the payload is no longer accelerating, the software determines the payload
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is at apogee. After a short delay this is when the ascent state transitions to the descent state. Care
must be used when making this transition, as attempting to control the parafoil before it has fully
deployed will lead to further issues in the deployment process. The exact values needed for
determining when apogee has been reached and when the parafoil has safely deployed were to be
determined experimentally. The descent state is where the guidance and control algorithms work
to direct the rocket back to the launch pad. Once landed, the landed state stops control, slows
data collection and logging, and engages a buzzer to allow for easy recovery.
Analysis of logged data will let us know when and why something goes wrong, so steps
can be taken to make the software more efficient and effective. The ability to build off the
lessons learned in RAPTOR allowed the team to push forward rather quickly with the
development of Thunderbird and develop robust software that can be adapted for larger scale
projects.
B. Guidance Algorithms
i. Sensor Libraries
Experience developing RAPTOR has allowed the team to determine the best way to
minimize dependencies on specifically hard to test, largely conceptual custom code. With this in
mind, the team has taken advantage of C++ object-oriented programming to inherit classes
already written and well tested for use with the sensors. Custom classes have been made to
extend the capabilities of these classes, with small adjustments made to more easily access and
update the data contained by the sensor superclass. The BNO class inherits its capabilities from
the Adafruit_BNO055 class, which provides a convenient event struct as part of the Unified
Library [4]. The custom BNO class allows for update calls without needing to pass in an event
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struct from anywhere else in the code. The class also contains functions such as goingDown(),
which simplifies sensor fusion in higher level classes.
The GPS class utilizes the TinyGPS++ library, which allows for quick and easy NMEA
string parsing [5]. Our custom GPS class wraps the capabilities of TinyGPS++ in a more
convenient manner, while also providing crucial information such as above ground level altitude
and initial location information for navigational purposes. One major improvement from
RAPTOR is moving from the custom Pathfinder class [1] to the TinyGPS++ Course class. This
class is used to calculate the required heading to move back towards the launch location. This
heading is then used in the Pilot’s fly() function, which manipulates the servos to turn the
parafoil.
Finally, the Logger class has been developed to simplify usage of the Arduino SD library,
which is based off of basic C file input/output commands. The Logger class is able to perform
initialization, writing, and error handling for the SD card reader, including automatically
choosing a file name upon start up. This class is crucial for recording in-flight data, which is
used for later analysis and improvement upon designs.
ii. Pilot
Pilot is a high level class used to direct navigation using the input of the various on-board
sensors. With the change from two continuous rotation servos [1] found in RAPTOR to a single
regular servo, less algorithmic control is needed versus additional experimental data and
configuration. Rudimentary servo control is being used to speed up design and implementation,
with room for a data-driven PID controller to be implemented at a later stage of the project if
necessary. A PID was not designed for this stage of the project as it is not necessary for the
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guidance requirements. The Pilot class is able to utilize the current and desired headings to
choose between three servo placements: left, right, or straight. The current turn state is combined
with the current heading to prevent unnecessary and power-draining micro-corrections when the
desired heading is within fifteen degrees of current heading. Figure 11 shows the graphical
representation of the turn finding algorithm used for RAPTOR from Ref. [1]. This algorithm has
been adapted for use with the Thunderbird Pilot class.

Figure 11. Turn Finding Algorithm Visualization
VI.Testing
This section was written by Lewis Purdue.
A. Test Plan
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i. Goals
There are four major aspects of Thunderbird that need to be tested: the rocket design, the
parafoil deployment, electrical components, and the software. These subsystems were first
independently tested on the ground in order to ensure that large scale issues could be focused on
during a limited number of test flights.
ii. Mechanical Subsystem Testing
The glide angle of the parafoil, parafoil deployment, and electronics package center of
mass were tested before the flights. The glide angle of the parafoil was determined through
multiple drop tests until the optimal angle was achieved. The tests were carried out by dropping
the unfurled parafoil from a level position at a height of approximately 12m with a point mass
suspended below the parafoil. The length of the lines going to the back and middle portion of the
parafoil were adjusted until the parafoil was able to achieve stable flight before hitting the
ground. This test was used to determine the parafoil the team would use for future efforts. The
Prism Bora Single-line Parafoil Kite and the Besra Colorful Parafoil Kite with Long Tail were
the two parafoils tested. The Besra parafoil went into a plummeting spiral on every test that was
carried out. Additional lines were added in an attempt to provide additional control, but the
parafoil’s flight was not improved. The Prism parafoil successfully flew after the lines were
adjusted to the correct length. This testing was vital as in its default configuration the parafoil
would go into a nosedive upon being released. The Prism parafoil was selected to be used for the
project.
Parafoil deployment was tested through drop testing and simulated ejections from the
rocket. These tests were carried out in order to determine if the parafoil would get stuck in the
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tubing or if lines would be tangled when the parafoil comes out of the body tube. The drop test
was carried out by packing the parafoil into a body tube and then dropping it from a height of
approximately 12m. A point mass was used to simulate the mass of the rocket. The test was
deemed successful if the parafoil was able to complete a majority of the deployment process and
no lines were tangled when it reached the ground. The simulated ejections were carried out by
packing the parafoil into the assembled rocket and pulling off the upper section as if the ejection
charge had gone off. The test was deemed successful if the parafoil came out of the rocket body
untangled and fully deployed. This was carried out until there was reasonable confidence that the
lines would not become entangled with each other or the shock cord.
Testing the parafoil control lines requires drop testing the package or using a system of
fans to flight the parafoil. While the parafoil is suspended in the air by the airflow from the fans,
the servo motor can be commanded to tug on the control lines. If the parafoil deflects and begins
to turn in the appropriate direction then the test was successful. This testing was performed as a
part of the RAPTOR project but was not able to be conducted for Thunderbird due to lack of
resources. It was attempted using a limited number of fans but they were not able to provide the
airflow necessary for testing. Testing the control lines was then left to flight testing.
iii. Avionics Subsystem Testing
The electronics were tested through experimentation. The electronics were assembled and
soldered without major issue. Upon completion of the PCB, the electronics were able to power
on and function properly. This functioned as a base test for the PCB. The only change to the PCB
was the addition of the pressure sensor to the second PCB. The second PCB was tested in the
same manner.
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The largest issue with the electrical and software was getting GPS data reliably.
Changing the GPS configuration to increase the sampling rate occasionally caused issues with
receiving data. This issue was addressed by reprogramming the GPS on start up even after the
configuration was confirmed. To verify that the GPS was outputting data correctly, the
electronics were driven or walked around the UAH campus. This testing was deemed successful
because the GPS was able to output accurate data.
Once the GPS was outputting data, we were able to do ground tests of the guidance
system. To conduct these, we simply drove the electronics around the UAH campus in the same
manner as just testing the GPS location. The guidance software was then able to correctly actuate
the servos in response to the current location versus a hardcoded launch location. This gave the
team confidence in the ability that the guidance software would work correctly if the GPS is able
to give accurate heading data on the flight.
B. Test Flights
i. March 1st Flight Tests
The first flight proved the stability of the rocket. It flew to a height of 145 meters. While
the rocket did separate and the parafoil was ejected, the parafoil did not inflate fully. The
attached tail was enough to slow the rocket down to a speed that did not cause structural failure
on landing. This flight showed the difficulty in packing and deployment of a parafoil and the
need to develop an improved method for doing so. After retrieving the rocket the team
determined the software successfully cycled through all of the flight states via special statements
in the log file. Likewise, it was difficult to tell from the acceleration data when the parafoil
actually deployed. The graphs show varying elapsed time values as the time was recorded from
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when the electronics were powered on, the graphs were then cropped to show where the flight
begins.
Figure 12 illustrates the potential error in the GPS data. Based on visual inspection of the
rocket flight, the team conservatively estimates that the rocket reached 50 meters, opposed to the
20 meters shown in Figure 12. The change in height between the launch and landing locations
was actually no more than 1 meter rather than the more than 15 meters shown in the graph. Both
of these discrepancies cast doubt on the accuracy of the GPS to measure changes in altitude.
Alternative methods of recording altitude were incorporated for test flight on March 18th and
March 27th via an on-board pressure sensor and independent altimeter.

Figure 12: 3/1 Flight 1 Altitude over Time from GPS
The second flight used a different packing method to attempt to get a successful
deployment. However, like the first flight, it ejected from the body tube but spun around itself
too much to inflate fully. The flight also used a different electronics board as the first one broke
upon landing. The team suspected the second board broke when trying to fit it in the scaffolding,
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as it was not designed to fit directly. This severed the connection to the SD Card Reader,
preventing the team from obtaining data about the flight.
ii. March 18th Flight Tests
All three flights on this date were carried out with a rebuilt lower portion of the rocket. A
new electronics board was used that contained an added on-board pressure sensor. A PerfectFlite
PNUT hobby rocket altimeter was then taped to the electronics scaffolding inside the rocket to
provide an extra layer of data reporting. The rail was placed at a 2 degree angle from vertical.
The first flight used an F39-6 rocket motor and the parafoil was packed with the streamer
down and the lines wrapped around the parafoil. The delay charge was unmodified. The rocket
flew successfully and the parafoil was ejected roughly 3 seconds after apogee. The parafoil
inflated, but it went into a spiral with no evidence of active control. The parafoil landed roughly
45 meters from the launch site. Upon recovery, the lines were determined to be twisted six times.
When examining the video, the parafoil goes into a spiral as the lower section of the rocket
swung below the parafoil. The altitude over time in seconds is shown in Figure 13. An
additional graph in Figure 14 shows the acceleration data in the X, Y, and Z planes along with
altitude to demonstrate the additional data collected.
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Figure 13: 3/18 Flight 1 Altitude Over Time from Pressure Sensor

Figure 14: 3/18 Flight 1 Altitude, Acceleration X, Y, and Z vs Time
Figure 13 demonstrates that the pressure sensor provides a much smoother and more
reliable graph than the GPS data. Figure 14 shows the acceleration in the Z direction is zero and
the altitude reaches apogee approximately at 965 seconds. There is a sudden spike in the
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acceleration and change in the descent rate at approximately 968 to 970 seconds. This roughly
aligns with the separation of the rocket.
For the second flight, an F12-3 was used with a modified delay cartridge. The parafoil
was packed in the same manner as flight 1. The rocket achieved stable flight and the parafoil was
deployed at apogee. A small black object was seen ejecting the rocket as the ejection charge
went off, but nothing was missing off of the rocket. The parafoil was ejected from the rocket, but
was entangled in the lines. The parafoil and the rocket fell down at the same level. The parafoil
appeared to inflate just before it reached the ground. The rocket landed 5m from the launch rail.
The lines were twisted around each other 12 times. The altitude versus time graph is shown in
Figure 15.

Figure 15: 3/18 Flight 2 Altitude over Time from GPS
In Figure 15, the altitude shown from the GPS for the second flight is much smoother
than from the flight on March 1st, though the GPS altitude never returned to the launch altitude.
The reported apogee seemed reasonable based on a visual inspection of the flight.
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The third flight was carried out with an F12-3 with a modified delay charge. The parafoil
was packed in the same manner as above. The rocket flew successfully and the parafoil deployed
at apogee. The parafoil was ejected, but did not inflate. The parafoil and rocket fell rapidly with
the parafoil above both sections of the rocket. The rocket landed approximately 60 meters from
the launch site with the nose cone embedded in the ground. The lines were twisted around each
other 8 times. Figure 16 shows the change in altitude versus time.

Figure 16: 3/18 Flight 3 Altitude over Time from Pressure Sensor
In Figure 16, the sudden drop in altitude around apogee is most likely due to the ejection
charge creating a pressure spike in the upper portion of the rocket. There are two small holes in
the bulkhead that separates the upper and lower section that could allow the pressure wave to
travel to the upper section.
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iii. March 27th Flight Tests
The rocket used for March 18th testing was unmodified for testing on the 27th. These
tests were meant to examine the correct timing for the delay on the ejection charge. The rail was
set to a 2 degree angle from vertical and pointed slightly into the wind. The F39-6 motor was
used for all testing.
For the first flight, the delay was modified in order to have the parafoil deploy well after
apogee. The parafoil was packed with the streamer down and the lines wrapped around the rolled
parafoil. The parafoil deployed approximately six seconds after apogee. The parafoil was not
ejected from the rocket body. Due to an unknown reason, the altitude data obtained from both the
pressure sensor and GPS were corrupted for this flight. The GPS data obtained is shown in
Figure 17, which shows a negative altitude reached.

Figure 17: 3/27 Flight 1 Altitude over Time from GPS
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For the second flight, the delay was modified to eject the parafoil approximately at
apogee. The rocket had a stable flight. The parafoil deployed approximately at apogee, but this is
hard to determine based on the video and the data. The parafoil entered an eradict spiral that
carried the rocket to the right while not slowing the downward descent of the rocket. The nose
cone broke when the rocket impacted the ground. This could have been due to repeated tests,
since this nose cone had been used for all previous flights. Figure 18 provides the altitude versus
time for the flight. Based on visual inspection of the flight, both the altitude of the apogee and
the constant rate of descent correspond to the flight of the rocket.

Figure 18: 3/27 Flight 2 Altitude over Time from Pressure Sensor
iv. Flight Test Results Discussion
The flights acted mainly as tests of the rocket and parafoil deployment subsystems. Focus
was put on visually determining if the rocket would have stable flight and the parafoil would
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deploy. The electronics and software were included to collect data about the test flight, however
due to the low chance of successful parafoil deployment, guidance was not a concern.
Overall flight testing was successful for the low amount of tests actually conducted.
Stable rocket flight and parafoil ejection was easier to achieve than expected, while parafoil
deployment and stable post-deployment flight was much more difficult. The software worked
well overall, with a few notable exceptions dealing with sensors. Due to the limited number of
flights, guidance and control software was not tested.
The main difficulty in packing the parafoil lied in managing parafoil anchor lines. Three
packing techniques were tested. First, the parafoil anchor lines were wrapped around the tightly
packed parafoil, with the streamer on the bottom of the packed parafoil, closest to the rocket
motor, as shown in Figure 19. This technique allows the parafoil to deploy smoothly, yet slowly.
The streamer proved adequate at slowing down the descent. The second technique involves
placing the lines within the packed parafoil. This technique was not effective at containing the
parafoil to a smaller footprint. The friction from the parafoil to the wall was enough to
significantly slow down the deployment. In one of the flights using this method, the parafoil did
not deploy at all. The third technique is similar to that of the first technique, except that the
streamer was placed on the top side away from the rocket motor. This technique reduced line
twisting. Unfortunately, there were not enough flights to support this finding. Additionally, the
anchor lines and control lines were being twisted into one another, making the separations of
lines even harder. A solution for this specific problem was not reached.
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Figure 19: Parafoil packing
The biggest change to the rocket between flights was the motor. Two different types of
Aerotech motors were used to launch the rocket: the F12-3 and the F39-6. The F12-3 has a
longer, slower burn than the F39-6, but both motors are rated for rockets of the same mass. The
slower liftoff speed of the F12-3 raised concerns about rocket stability initially, but the test
launches went smoothly aside from a small loss in altitude. Both of these rocket motors have
fixed delay elements used to control when the rocket separates. As both delays are too long for
the parafoil to deploy, they were manually adjusted using a ¼ inch drill bit to remove delay
material. The drill bit was driven into the delay element in increments of .794 mm (1/32”) until
the desired depth was achieved. There was insufficient information online about the correct
amount of material to remove so the ideal depth was determined experimentally in the field
during our launches. The delay in the F12-3 first had .794 mm (1/32”) removed then 2.38 mm
(3/32”) removed. The 2.38 mm (3/32”) removal led to an ideal deployment at the apogee of the
rocket. This was supported by the two launches on our March 18th testing day. The F39-6 was
tested in a similar manner during the March 27th flights but an ideal delay modification was not
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found before the team had to halt testing due to the stay at home order that went into effect on
April 4th, 2020.
The software had major issues obtaining smooth and accurate altitude data for the
duration of the flight due to a number of reasons. The GPS receiver is unable to sample above
ground level altitude quick enough to obtain a smooth curve, while the pressure sensor
encountered flight events that caused large spikes in the data. Securing the rocket nose cone on
the rocket and the ejection charge for the parafoil both seemed to cause dips in pressure data,
which affected altitude calculation. The data from the PNUT altimeter, graphed in Figure 20,
backs up the data from the on-board pressure sensor.

Figure 20: Altitude over Time from PNUT Altimeter for All Flights
Flight state sequencing and apogee estimation seemed to work relatively well given
minimal adjustment. Poor altitude detection was not a major issue for the software as it is only
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used to determine if the rocket is currently ascending. Acceleration data obtained was difficult to
parse for a clear indication of apogee, as seen in Figure 15. As the parafoil did not deploy
causing the payload to not travel any significant horizontal distance, the GPS heading obtained
was always zero. This means the parafoil turn algorithms were never used, thus the guidance
system remains untested.
C. Moving Forward
In the event that further tests could be conducted, an investigation was planned to
determine how the parafoil reacts to different deployment environments. Using the above
mentioned method of rocket delay modification, the rocket motors would be tuned in order to
deploy the parafoil at every part of the rocket trajectory. The parafoil would be deployed at
apogee, and at various points during the ascent and descent of the rocket. This investigation
arose after the discovery that the parafoil would often deploy better farther from apogee.
Further flight testing could also lead to successful parafoil deployment and testing of the
guidance system. A more reliable method for determining altitude would be developed from
fusing the data from the GPS and pressure sensor. If this is accomplished, better apogee
estimation could be derived from that data. This would then hopefully lead to successful
guidance, but would likely lead to more testing specifically for guidance and parafoil control.
VII.Conclusion
The initial goal of this project was to develop a guidance system for a rocket. The largest
challenge was the repeatability of the parafoil deployment. Multiple tests were conducted, both
on the ground and full scale rocket tests, even with this testing the team could not develop a
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reliable method of deployment. Perhaps if more tests were able to occur then a more consistent
method could be developed. The software was not fully tested as a major prerequisite for testing
of the guidance software is parafoil deployment. The rocket however was very successful in its
goals. It was able to work with two different motors, could achieve the target apogee for the
parafoil deployment and was very reliable.
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IX. Appendix

Figure A1. Team Photo; From Left to Right: Sean Widimier, Colin Oberthur, Fred Snopl,
An Nguyen, and Lewis Purdue.
Team GitHub Link: https://github.com/raptorshc/thunderbird
Flight Testing Video Album: https://photos.app.goo.gl/caiLyk3mRexdBrHFA

